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of botnets. However, it is not true for two reasons. First,
in d-DDoS, IP spooﬁng helps conceal the agents’ locations,
making the botnets less likely to be cracked [5]. Second,
in s-DDoS, IP spooﬁng can be used to amplify the attack
volume. For example, in a DNS ampliﬁcation attack, a 60byte DNS request can trigger a 4000-byte response, yielding
an ampliﬁcation factor of 73 [6]. Recent measurement shows
that spooﬁng based DDoS attacks are truly prevalent [7] [8],
and the highest attack rate reached 400Gbps, which is the most
intensive DDoS attack ever observed [9].
Combating these spooﬁng attacks requires the collaboration between different ASes. Inter-AS collaboration has three
advantages in spooﬁng defense. First, it enables spooﬁng
trafﬁc to be ﬁltered far from the victim AS, which alleviates
the victim AS’s bandwidth pressure and saves intermediate
network bandwidth. Second, by exchanging spooﬁng identiﬁcation information, ASes’ ability for identifying spooﬁng
trafﬁc becomes higher [10] [11]. Third, by providing better
ﬁltering effect for collaborators, ASes have higher deployment
incentives [12] [13].
However, most of the existing methods in collaborative
spooﬁng defense have a common drawback, i.e., they require
the spooﬁng ﬁltering functions to be executed on all the trafﬁc
all the times. This does not only increase the operational costs
and routers’ work loads, but also causes operational risks since
the ﬁltering functions may drop legitimate packets. To deal
with the problem, a recent research proposes mutual egress
ﬁltering (MEF), a collaboration system that allows on-demand
invocation of the ﬁltering functions, which greatly reduces
cost and risks and further increases deployment incentives
[13]. However, MEF still has ﬂaws. First, it requires a central
registration server on the Internet to maintain all the ASes’
information, which does not conform with the distributed and
autonomous gene of Internet inter-AS environment. Second,
although MEF proposes on-demand ﬁltering mechanisms, its
ﬁltering functions have intrinsic limitations, i.e., the victim AS
cannot determine whether an inbound packet is spoofed or not
no matter what source address it carries, so it cannot enforce
prioritized queues in case the bandwidth is overwhelmed.
In this paper, we propose a DIStributed Collaboration System (DISCS) for inter-AS spooﬁng defense, which has three
main contributions.
First, we present in detail a ﬂexible and incrementally
deployable design for DISCS. On the inter-AS aspect, ASes use BGP for peer discovery, which allows incremental
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks have been the
top operational threat of Internet service providers (ISPs) for
many years [1] [2] [3]. In brute-force bandwidth DDoS attacks,
the agents (also known as botnets) controlled by attackers send
high-volume and seemingly legitimate trafﬁc to overwhelm the
uplink of victim networks [4]. Since the victim cannot handle
the high volume on its own, upstream providers must help it
block the trafﬁc, typically by blacklisting the agents’ source
addresses [4].
With IP spooﬁng, the attack trafﬁc is even harder to ﬁlter.
Since the packets’ source addresses are forged, blacklisting
them may not only fail to block subsequent packets, but
also incorrectly block legitimate users. There are two types
of IP spooﬁng based DDoS attacks, d-DDoS and s-DDoS1 .
In d-DDoS, the agents directly send packets to the victim
with arbitrary source addresses for anonymity. In s-DDoS, IP
spooﬁng is used for reﬂection, i.e., agents use the victim’s
source addresses to send requests to innocent destination hosts,
whose replies then ﬂood the victim.
Conventional wisdom may suggest that IP spooﬁng is no
longer widely used in DDoS attacks due to the large farms
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deployment, and a customized peer-to-peer protocol for ondemand collaboration control, which achieves conﬁdentiality
and scalability. Each AS implements four defense functions,
which do not only allow ASes to ﬁlter spooﬁng trafﬁc, but also
allow the victim AS to determine whether an inbound packet
comes from a collaborator ASes. This advanced functionality
enables ﬁltering and prioritizing policies.
Second, we propose detailed designs for the four spooﬁng
defense functions, on-demand invocation mechanism, distributed control plane, efﬁcient data plane design, and backward compatible packet format design for IPv4 and IPv6.
These designs all together make DISCS easy to be implemented on routers and compatible with legacy infrastructures
to support incremental deployment.
Third, we evaluate DISCS against the design requirements
(see Section III-A). We theoretically prove that DISCS provides monotonically increasing deployment incentives. By
extensive simulations with real Internet data, we show that if
50 largest ASes deploy DISCS, the incentive is 68%, and the
effectiveness is 41%. The computation, storage and network
cost can scale to the Internet scope and ﬁt in commodity
servers and routers with the help of hardware cryptographic
modules. We analyze possible attacks against DISCS and
show that it provides practical security. Besides being IFPfree, OFP can be avoided by minimizing manual conﬁguration
and applying alarm mode.
This paper is organized as follows. We summarize related
work in Section II. Then we introduce the design requirements
and system overview in III. We present the system design and
control plane design in Section IV, and the data plane design
in Section V. Section VI evaluates DISCS against the design
requirements. Section VII concludes the paper.

identify spooﬁng packets and demote their forwarding priority.
E2e based methods typically have built-in IF to enhance source
address validity.
Path based methods associate a source with some information of the valid forwarding paths, where the information can
be 1) previous hops on the paths, 2) the length of the paths, and
3) per path marks. Distributed packet ﬁlter (DPF) [15] shows
that previous hop information can be very effective in ﬁltering
spooﬁng trafﬁc. Unicast reverse packet forwarding (uRPF)
[16], inter-AS packet ﬁlter (IDPF) [17] and source address
validation enforcement (SAVE) [18] specify how to infer valid
previous hops in practice. uRPF uses the next hops toward the
source address in the forwarding table as valid previous hops.
In IDPF, the ASes from whom the BGP updates regarding the
source address are received are considered feasible previous
hops. In SAVE, a source router probes destination address
space so that the routers en route can learn the valid previous
hops for the source preﬁxes associated with the source router
upon receipt of the probes. Hop-count ﬁltering (HCF) [19]
infers the length of valid paths and the length of the path that
the packet traverses from the packet’s TTL, and the packet is
identiﬁed as spoofed if the two lengths do not match. Path
identiﬁcation (PiIP) [20] routers push self-generated bits into
the packet’s mark stack, and the integral mark stack learned
during peace time is considered valid by the destination.
Among these methods, IF and uRPF are most widely
deployed in practice [2] due to their low cost. However,
according to a long-term measurement, the global deployment
of IF and uRPF was not been improved in four years [21],
and about 41.6% ASes on the Internet are still spoofable
[22]. This is because IF lacks deployment incentives since an
AS can gain little additional self-protection by deploying it.
uRPF causes false positives when paths are asymmetric. Hence
the prevalent route asymmetry on the Internet impedes its
universal deployment. Actually, all path based methods have
IFP, especially under partial deployment and route change, let
alone some methods have poor incentives and effectiveness.
E2e based methods are generally IFP-free. However, SPM
and Passport have weak incentives against s-DDoS. SPM has
much lower cost than Passport by using deterministic e2e
marks, but it loses security. In summary, balancing the design
requirements is still an open problem.

II. R ELATED W ORK
According to the information and principles used for spoofing identiﬁcation, inter-AS spooﬁng defense methods can be
classiﬁed into 3 categories, i.e., end based, end-to-end (e2e)
based and path based ones, where an end is an AS and a path
is an AS path.
An end based method only requires the information of the
local AS to identify spooﬁng packets. Ingress ﬁltering (IF)
[14] is an end based method. IF works at AS borders. It checks
the source addresses of the packets leaving an AS against an
access list, and drops any packet that does not match the list.
In MEF, ASes collaboratively defend against spooﬁng attacks
with an end based method (egress ﬁltering) [13].
In e2e based methods, each ordered pair of ASes (s, d)
shares a secret key. For each packet from s to d, the border
router of s generates a mark using the key and stamps the
mark into the packet. The mark is then veriﬁed by the border
router of d. If the mark is invalid, the packet is identiﬁed as
spoofed. Spooﬁng prevention method (SPM) directly uses the
keys as marks [10], while Passport [11] uses keyed message
authentication codes (MACs) as marks. Another difference is
that Passport also generates marks for intermediate ASes on
the forwarding paths so that the intermediate ASes can also

III. D ESIGN R EQUIREMENTS AND S YSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Design Requirements
A recent comparative evaluation study summarizes main
performance measures of spooﬁng defense methods, i.e., effectiveness, cost, security and false positives as the [23] 2 . While
the ﬁrst three are generic measures for network techniques,
the fourth one (false positives) is speciﬁc to detecting and
ﬁltering techniques. Besides, as we focus on the inter-AS scenario, where ASes autonomously make deployment decisions
according to their individual interests, a method should provide
2 We omit the ﬁfth measure (false negatives) since it is not an independent
measure, i.e., it can be deduced from effectiveness, as shown in [23].
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ASes with strong deployment incentives [21] [12]. Detailed
explanations are as follows.
Strong deployment incentives: By deploying a method,
an AS should gain signiﬁcant additional protection, i.e., additional reduction of the spooﬁng trafﬁc whose destination
and source addresses lie in the AS in d-DDoS and s-DDoS,
respectively [11].
High effectiveness: The deployment of a method should
efﬁciently reduce the global spooﬁng trafﬁc on the Internet
[15].
Low cost: A method should consume as few resources as
possible, including computation and storage cost on routers
and extra cost in network bandwidth.
Low false positives: False positives (FP) represent the
possibility of a method to drop genuine packets. There are
two sources of FP. One is operational FP (OFP), which is
caused by operational faults. The other one is inherent FP
(IFP), meaning a method has inherent ﬂaws to drop genuine
packets no matter how well it is operated. While OFP can be
minimized by careful implementation and operation, IFP can
only be minimized with proper design.
High security: If a method has security vulnerabilities, a sophisticated attacker can bypass the method to launch spooﬁng
attacks. Thus, a method should avoid possible vulnerabilities.
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Fig. 1: DISCS spooﬁng defense functions.
the two types of attacks. However, in SPM and Passport, the
defense is mainly designed for d-DDoS, i.e., an outbound
packet is ﬁltered only when its destination belongs to a peer
AS. Inter-AS collaboration and on-demand invocation only
protect DASes, while a legacy AS (LAS) cannot get any
protection from DISCS since it does not have peers. This
provides ASes with strong deployment incentives. We will
also show that under optimal deployment strategy, DISCS can
be effective in reducing global spooﬁng trafﬁc with a small
set of early deployers.
IV. S YSTEM D ESIGN

B. System Overview

In this section, we ﬁrst describe the detailed design of the
defense functions. Then we present the control plane design
by following the whole process from initial deployment to
collaboration in spooﬁng defense. The process includes 4
steps.
[Step 1] DAS Discovery: A DAS must discover other
DASes before collaborating with them.
[Step 2] Peer Relationship Setup: Two DASes become
DISCS peers only if both agree to peer with the other.
[Step 3] Key Negotiation: A pair of peers must negotiate
the keys for the cryptographic functions (CDP and CSP).
[Step 4] Function Invocation: The DAS under attack can
request its peers to execute defense functions for it.

Each DISCS-enabled AS (DAS) can establish mutual collaboration relationship with other DASes, so called DISCS
peers. When a DAS is under spooﬁng attacks, it can request
its peers to collaboratively execute spooﬁng defense functions
to protect it.
DISCS employs four end based and e2e based functions
to avoid false positives. Destination protection (DP) and
cryptographic destination protection (CDP) protect the victim
DAS from d-DDoS. Source protection (SP) and cryptographic
source protection (CSP) protect the victim DAS from s-DDoS.
DP and SP are end based, and CDP and CSP are e2e based.
The e2e marks are cryptographic, which are securer than the
deterministic marks used by SPM. For an outbound packet,
the source DAS only generates one mark for the destination
DAS, instead of multiple marks for all the intermediate DASes
en-route. Thus, DISCS has much lower cost than Passport.
We introduce novel on-demand function invocation mechanism in the design of DISCS: 1) functions are invoked by the
victim only “when” an attack is detected, 2) the victim can
choose “which” function(s) to invoke according to the type of
the attack (DP and CDP for d-DDoS, and SP and CSP for sDDoS), and 3) functions are executed only for the subnetworks
“who” are under attack instead of the whole AS. On-demand
invocation avoids all functions from executing all the time for
all trafﬁc so that resource consumption is minimized. The
design of on-demand invocation is lightweight and Internetwide scalable.
Another key difference from SPM and Passport is that
DISCS enforces collaborative defense against both d-DDoS
and s-DDoS. DASes can gain equivalent protection against

A. Spooﬁng Defense Functions
The functions are implemented on AS border routers. DP
and SP are end based, and CDP and CSP are e2e based. An
e2e based function has two primary operations, stamping and
veriﬁcation. Stamping: when forwarding an outbound packet,
the border router of the source DAS writes a mark in the packet. Veriﬁcation: upon receipt of an inbound packet, the border
router of the destination DAS validates the mark – if the mark
is valid, it is erased and the packet is forwarded; otherwise the
packet is identiﬁed as spoofed and dropped. The marks are per
packet cryptographic keyed MACs generated with symmetric
key algorithms, which consume far less computation resource
than the asymmetric algorithms with equivalent security [11].
Figure 1 roughly illustrates how the functions work. When a
subnetwork v in a DAS is under attack, the DAS asks its peers
to execute corresponding defense function(s). DP and CDP
protect v from being the destination of d-DDoS attacks. SP
and CSP protect v from being the source of s-DDoS attacks.
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TABLE I: The Anatomy of DISCS Functions
FUNCTION
DP-ﬁlter
CDP-stamp
CDP-verify
SP-ﬁlter
CSP-stamp
CSP-verify

DIR.
out
out
in
out
out
in

COND.
dst ∈ v
dst ∈ v
dst ∈ v
src ∈ v
src ∈ v
src ∈ v

iBGP

eBGP

DASi

ACTION
if src ∈
/ local, drop
stamp
if src ∈ peer, verify
drop
if dst ∈ peer, stamp
verify

controller

Secure con-con channel

Internet

Secure con-rou channel

DASj
controller

BGP

Fig. 2: The inter-AS structure of DISCS.

can be easily launched. For example, an attacker in the middle
can modify the domain name of the controller and hijack
the con-con channel. Fortunately, with the standardization and
steady deployment of RPKI [26] [27], accompanied with the
secure inter-AS routing protocols such as secure BGP [28]
and secure origin BGP [29], we assume that BGP will become
secure in the future.

The functions ﬁlter different sets of spooﬁng packets, as shown
below.
Destination Protection (DP): A peer DAS ﬁlters outbound
packets targeting v. If the source address of a packet does not
belong to the local AS, the packet is identiﬁed as spoofed and
dropped.
Cryptographic Destination Protection (CDP): A peer
DAS stamps each outbound packet targeting v. Upon receipt
of an inbound packet targeting v, the victim DAS veriﬁes the
packet if the source address belongs to a peer,
Source Protection (SP): A peer DAS drops the outbound
packets whose source addresses belong to v.
Cryptographic Source Protection (CSP): The victim DAS
stamps each outbound packet whose source address belongs
to v and destination address belongs to peer DASes. Upon
receipt of an inbound packet whose source address belongs to
v, peer DASes verify the packet.
Table I anatomizes the functions. The functions in bold are
executed by peer DASes, and the others are executed by the
victim DAS. We leave the MAC generation algorithms, packet
formats and other data plane details in Section V.

C. Peer Relationship Setup
A DAS can selectively peer with other DASes based on
its DISCS peering policy, e.g., it can make a local blacklist
containing the DASes who have a conﬂict of interest. Upon
receipt of the DISCS-Ad of DAS i, the controller of DAS
j checks i against the blacklist. If i is not blacklisted, the
controller of j sends a peering request to the controller of i
with a delay of random duration, which prevents all DASes
from sending requests simultaneously. Upon receipt of the
peering request, i’s controller decides whether to accept the
request by checking j against its local blacklist. The peer
relationship is set up once i accepts the peering request.
D. Key Negotiation
Each ordered pair of DASes (i, j) shares a symmetric key
keyi,j , which is used by i and j to stamp and verify the MACs,
respectively. keyi,j is locally generated by the controller of i,
and sent to the controller of j via the secure con-con channel.
The two controllers then deploy the key to local border routers.
We assume that the communication between the controller and
the routers is secure since today’s remote access to the routers
has to be secured in any case.
For better security, a DAS may want to re-key periodically.
To avoid the veriﬁcation failure caused by temporary asynchronization, the re-keying party ﬁrst sends the new key to
its peer, but does not use the new key for stamping until its
peer ﬁnishes deploying the new key. For veriﬁcation, a MAC
is considered valid if it conforms with either the old key or
the new key.

B. DAS Discovery
Figure 2 shows the inter-AS structure of the DISCS system.
Each DAS has a controller, which connects with local border
routers via iBGP like a route reﬂector [24]. To be discovered
by other DASes on the Internet, once an AS deploys DISCS,
its controller initializes an advertisement (namely DISCS-Ad).
The DISCS-Ad is carried in a BGP update, spread from
the controller to local border routers via iBGP, then to the
border routers of other DASes via eBGP, and ﬁnally to the
other controllers via iBGP. A DISCS-Ad is formatted as an
optional transitive BGP path attribute so that LASes can retain
it without knowing what it means [11]. To be spread by the
border routers, the update must make modiﬁcations to their
Loc-RIBs [25]. We suggest prepending or de-prepending the
origin AS to the AS path since these updates can modify LocRIBs without affecting the reachability of preﬁxes.
The DISCS-Ad contains the AS number of the origin DAS
i and the domain name (or IP address) of its controller. Upon
receipt of the DISCS-Ad, the controller of DAS j can learn
the existence of DAS i and communicate with i’s controller
by its domain name. The communication channel between the
controllers (con-con channel) is secured with SSL. The SSL
overhead will be evaluated in Section VI-C.
Note that the security of DAS discovery process relies on the
security of BGP. If BGP is insecure, man-in-the-middle attacks

E. Function Invocation
DISCS functions are invoked on demand. The victim DASes should decide “when” to invoke, “which” functions to
invoke, and “who” to protect. Since most networks are not
under attack for most of the time, on-demand invocation avoids
the functions from consuming resources in vain.
1) “When” to invoke: At the upstream of the DDoS defense
tool chain are the attack detection modules [4, AL-2:ADS],
which detect attacks in real time and invoke the DISCS functions automatically. If the detection module is not deployed,
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DISCS itself can be used for attack detection, which we will
present in Section IV-F. In the worst case, network operators
can invoke the functions manually.
Every invocation is associated with duration. When the
duration expires, the victim DAS and its peers stop executing
the functions. The duration can be a predeﬁned value, e.g.,
24 hours3 . If attacks are still in progress when the duration
ends, the victim DAS can re-invoke the functions with a longer
duration.
If CDP or CSP is invoked, the asynchronization between
the DASes may cause temporary veriﬁcation failure since
veriﬁcation may start earlier or stop later than stamping. Two
short intervals at the beginning and the end of the duration
are used to tolerate the asynchronization. Within the intervals,
the veriﬁcation end only erases MACs without verifying the
MACs or dropping invalid packets.
2) “Which” function(s) to invoke: The victim DAS chooses which functions to invoke according to the type of the
spooﬁng attack. Generally speaking, DP and CDP are used
to combat d-DDoS while SP and CSP are used to combat sDDoS. Since e2e cryptographic functions consume much more
resource than end based functions, we suggest that DP/SP is
invoked whenever CDP/CSP is invoked so that a portion of
spooﬁng trafﬁc is dropped by DP/SP before being processed
by CDP/CSP. If the attack type is unknown or the attack is
highly destructive, the victim can invoke all the four functions.
3) “Who” to protect: The victim DAS can specify the IP
preﬁxes of the victim subnetwork in the invocation request.
The peer DASes check the ownership of the preﬁxes, and
accept the request only if they belong to the victim DAS.
Now we have described all the factors related with ondemand function invocation. The complete formation of an
invocation is a triple (v, f, duration), where v is the preﬁxes
to be protected, f is the function to be executed on v, and
duration is the duration associated with f . The victim DAS
can specify multiple triples to invoke multiple functions and
for multiple victims.

A. Tables in Data Plane
A DISCS border router maintains some extra tables in
the data plane. All the tables are ﬁrstly constructed by the
controller, and then installed on routers.
Preﬁx-to-AS Mapping Table: The Pfx2AS table maps
(longest preﬁx match) each IP preﬁx p to the AS i it belongs to,
i.e., i = Pfx2AS(p). A controller can obtain accurate mapping
by retrieving RPKI certiﬁcates.
Key Tables: DAS i maintains two key tables, which map a
peer to the keys associated with it, one for stamping (Key-S)
and the other for veriﬁcation (Key-V). For a peer j, keyi,j =
Key-S(j), and keyj,i = Key-V(j).
Function Tables: Function tables map an IP preﬁx to the
functions to be executed on it. There are four function tables,
namely In-Src, In-Dst, Out-Src and Out-Dst, which match
(longest preﬁx match) the source and destination addresses of
inbound and outbound packets, respectively. From Table I, we
can see that the sets of possible functions for In-Src, In-Dst,
Out-Src and Out-Dst are {CSP-verify}, {CDP-verify}, {SP,
CSP-stamp} and {DP, CDP-stamp}, respectively. Denote by
Func(s, d) the set of functions to be executed on packet (s, d).
Func(s, d) = In-Src(s) ∪ In-Dst(d) if it is an inbound packet;
Func(s, d) = Out-Src(s) ∪ Out-Dst(d) if it is an outbound
packet.
B. Tuple Generation
A tuple is a data structure generated for an incoming packet.
The tuple records the DISCS operations to be performed on
the packet and the information required by the operations.
There are two types of tuples, i.e., in-tuples and out-tuples,
which are associated with inbound and outbound packets,
respectively. This subsection describes how to generate the
tuples by looking up the DISCS tables.
In-tuple: Since the set of functions that can possibly be
executed on an inbound packet is {CSP-verify, CDP-verify},
an in-tuple has a format of (verif y?, keyv ), where verif y?
is a boolean value indicating whether veriﬁcation should be
performed, and keyv is the key for veriﬁcation. verif y? is
set if and only if Func(s, d) = φ, which means that if either
CSP-verify ∈ InSrc(s) or CDP-verify ∈ InDst(d), the packet
should be veriﬁed. keyv = Key-V(Pfx2AS(s)), where the key
is associated with the source AS, which is mapped from s.
Out-tuple: Since the set of functions that can possibly be
executed on an outbound packet is {SP, DP, CSP-stamp, CDPstamp}, the out-tuple has a format of (drop?, stamp?, keys ),
where drop? is a boolean value indicating whether the packet
should be dropped, stamp? is a boolean value indicating
whether the packet should be stamped, and keys is the key for
stamping. drop? is set if and only if Pfx2AS(s) = LocalAS
and (SP ∈ Out-Src(s) or DP ∈ Out-Dst(d)). stamp? is set
if and only if (CSP ∈ Out-Src(s) and Key-S(Pfx2AS(d))
= N ull) or CDP ∈ Out-Dst(d). keys = Key-S(Pfx2AS(d)).

F. Alarm Mode
DISCS can be applied in alarm mode, where identiﬁed
spooﬁng packets are not dropped immediately, but sampled
and sent to the controller using NetFlow [31] or sFlow [32]
for further analysis. Once the controller detects an attack, it
requests the peers to quit the alarm mode, i.e. to drop the
identiﬁed spooﬁng packets. Alarm mode is especially useful
for the DASes lacking attack detection modules.
V. DATA P LANE D ESIGN
In this section, we present the detailed data plane design
of DISCS, including the tables maintained in routers, how
to generate a tuple for an incoming packet by looking up
the tables, and how to utilize the tuple to perform DISCS
operations on the packet. Then we present the MAC generation
algorithm and the packet formats for IPv4 and IPv6.
3

C. Processing Flow
With the help of tuples, the DISCS processing ﬂow is
quite simple as shown in Figure 3. For an inbound packet,

[30] shows more than 93% of DDoS attacks last less than 24 hours.
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Fig. 3: DISCS processing ﬂow.

F. IPv6 Packets
if verif y? is not set, the packet is directly passed to the
forwarding engine of the router. Otherwise, the packet is
veriﬁed using keyv . Valid packets are passed to the forwarding
engine while invalid ones are dropped. For an outbound packet,
it is dropped if drop? is set. An un-dropped packet is stamped
with if stamp? is set; otherwise it is directly passed to the
forwarding engine.

The msg of an IPv6 packet includes source address, destination address and the ﬁrst 8 bytes of the payload (padding
’0’ bits if less than 8 bytes). The reason why we do not
include Payload Length and Next Header is that we are going
to modify these two ﬁelds.
An IPv6 packet does not have much infrequently used space
in the header 5 . Hence, we place the MAC in the destination
options header lying before the routing header as an option,
namely DISCS option. The ﬁrst three bits of the option type
are “001”, which tell legacy routers to forward the packet even
if they cannot correctly process the option. The other ﬁve bits
of the type need to be allocated by Internet assigned numbers
authority (IANA). The option data length is 4, and the option
data is the 4-byte MAC. For stamping, if destination options
header exists, only the option should be inserted; otherwise the
entire header should be inserted. For veriﬁcation, the option
is removed if the MAC is valid, and if no other option exists,
the entire options header should be removed. After stamping
or veriﬁcation, the Payload Length and Next Header ﬁelds in
IPv6 header should be updated accordingly.
Stamping a MAC enlarges an IPv6 packet by at most 8 bytes
even when an entire destination options header is inserted. The
resulted packet size may exceed the maximum transmission
unit (MTU) of the external link of the source DAS. In this case,
the border router sends a “packet too big” ICMPv6 message
back to the source host, announcing a new MTU value that is
8 bytes smaller than the MTU of the external link.
The MAC is not put in hop-by-hop options header since this
header is processed by every router on the path. Legacy routers
may process it using general CPU, resulting in low throughput.
Instead, destination options header is only processed by the
DISCS routers and the routers listed in routing header, which
is seldom used. We do not deﬁne a new option header since
legacy routers cannot recognize it and may even drop the
packet due to implementation simpliﬁcation.

D. MAC Generation Algorithm
We use AES-CMAC [33] as the MAC generation algorithm
for its practical security and extensive high-speed hardware
implementations. AES-CMAC takes a 128-bit key and a
msg as input, where msg is some ﬁxed ﬁelds of a packet,
and outputs cmac = AES-CMAC(key, msg). cmac is then
truncated to ﬁt in the available space in the packet. See Section
V-E and V-F for more details about the generation of msg and
the truncation of cmac for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively.
E. IPv4 Packets
For IPv4, msg contains 21 bytes. The ﬁrst 13 bytes include
Version, IHL, Total Length, Flags (padding with 5 ’0’ bits),
Protocol, Source address and Destination address ﬁelds in the
IP header. The last 8 bytes are the ﬁrst 8 bytes of the payload
(padding ’0’ bits if less than 8 bytes). The reasons that we
choose these ﬁelds are twofold. First, they are immutable, i.e.,
they typically do not change en route. Hence, the destination
DAS can produce the same msg as the source DAS. Second,
these ﬁelds are sufﬁcient to differentiate almost all nonidentical packets [34] 4 . This makes DISCS immune to replay
attacks (see Section VI-E2).
cmac is truncated to 29 bits to be placed in the 16-bit IPID
ﬁeld and the 13-bit Fragment Offset ﬁeld, as shown in Figure
4. For stamping, the two ﬁelds are replaced with a MAC. After
veriﬁcation, if the MAC is valid, these two ﬁelds are replaced
with random bits. Of course, the header checksum should be
updated accordingly after stamping and veriﬁcation.
Rewriting IPID and Fragment Offset may cause destination
hosts fail to assemble IP fragments. However, since only about
0.06% of IPv4 packets on the Internet are fragmented [35],
we think this collateral damage is worth taking for the victim
subnetwork who is suffering from an attack. Other networks

VI. E VALUATION
This section evaluates DISCS against the design requirements, including deployment incentives, effectiveness, cost, FP
and security.
5 People may suggest using the Flow Label ﬁeld since its usage is not very
clear. It was true; but the latest speciﬁcation deﬁnes its usage and forbids
routers from modifying this ﬁeld [36].

4 DISCS

slightly differs from [34] in that IPID and Fragment Offset are
excluded from msg since DISCS rewrites these ﬁelds with a MAC.
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A. Deployment Incentives

belongs to j. If a packet is not originated from j, v can identify
and drop it by verifying its MAC.

1, if i ∈ D, a = v and a = i
Δ(D, (a, i, v)) =
0, otherwise

Deployment incentive describes how much a technique can
motivate an LAS to deploy it. Denoting by D the set of
DASes, v ∈
/ D is an LAS. For a spooﬁng defense method,
deployment incentive is deﬁned as the expected ratio of the
reduced spooﬁng trafﬁc attacking v when v becomes a DAS
to the total spooﬁng trafﬁc attacking v [11].
Denote by (a, i, v) a spooﬁng ﬂow sent by agent AS a,
attacking victim AS v, and taking AS i as an innocent. In
a d-DDoS, v is the destination address of the ﬂow and i is
the spoofed source address. In an s-DDoS, v is the intended
source address and i is the innocent destination (reﬂector).
The integral ﬁlter F (D, (a, i, v)) describes whether the
DASes in D can ﬁlter out the spooﬁng ﬂow (a, i, v):

1, if D can ﬁlter out (a, i, v)
F (D, (a, i, v)) =
0, otherwise

Thus, the deployment incentive is


I
A
pA
pIi (1 − pA
inc(D, v) =
a pi =
v − pi )
i∈D,a=v,a=i

When v becomes a DAS, the integral ﬁlter becomes F (D ∪
{v}, (a, i, v)). Deﬁne Δ(D, (a, i, v)) as the “delta” between
the two ﬁlters regarding the spooﬁng ﬂow (a, i, v):

a∈D

Δ(D, (a, i, v)) = F (D ∪ {v}, (a, i, v)) − F (D, (a, i, v))

i∈D

The theoretical deployment incentives of SP, CSP and
SP+CSP have exactly the same forms as DP, CDP and
DP+CDP, respectively. Since the proof is also similar, we
provide it in the supplementary material to save space here.
Monotonically Increasing Incentives: The deployment
incentives of DISCS functions are monotonically increasing,
i.e., ∀D ⊆ D , ∀v ∈
/ D , inc(D, v) ≤ inc(D , v). For lack
of space, we move the detailed proof to the supplemental
material. Intuitively, the more DASes there are, the more help
v can get when it is under attack if it becomes a DAS. This is
practical since all the functions are incrementally deployable.
First, since the functions are end based or e2e based, they
work correctly when partially deployed. Second, the structure
of the system changes incrementally with the deployment,
i.e., peering relationship with a new DAS can be established
without changing old peering relationship.
2) Deployment Incentives in Simulation: We simulate the
deployment process of DISCS, and illustrate how the deployment incentives of DISCS functions grow with the deployment ratio. Initially, we let D = φ. Each time we randomly
select an LAS and put it into D, until all the ASes are in D. For
each D, we calculate the average deployment incentive, which
is deﬁned as the weighted average
deployment incentives
of


V
V
p
inc(D,
v)/
p
the LASes, i.e., inc(D) =
v
v .
v ∈D
/
v ∈D
/
We run the simulation for 50 times and plot the mean value
in Figure 5.
To calculate incentives in the simulation, we use rj to
I
V
approximate pA
j , pj and pj , where rj is the ratio of the
routable address space size of AS j to the global routable
address space size. That is to say, we simply assume that every
routable address has the same probability to be the agent,
innocent and victim of a spooﬁng ﬂow. This assumption is
widely applied in this research area [23] [10] [12].
We obtained the real Internet preﬁx-to-AS mapping data
from Caida [37] on Oct 11, 2012, and calculated the address

Let δ = Δ(D, (a, i, v)). δ = 1 indicates that v improves its
protection by becoming a DAS since the ﬂow that cannot be
ﬁltered by D can now be ﬁltered by D∪{v}. δ = −1 indicates
that becoming a DAS declines v’s protection. δ = 0 indicates
that the two ﬁlters are equivalent, i.e. both can ﬁlter the ﬂow
or neither can ﬁlter it.
I
V
Denote by pA
j , pj , and pj the independent probabilities
of AS j being the agent, innocent, and victim of a spoofI
V
ing
respectively,
∀j, 0 ≤ pA
j , pj , pj ≤ 1, and
 I
 where
 ﬂow,
A
V
p
=
p
=
p
=
1.
v’s
deployment
incentive is
j j
j j
j j
the accumulated weighted deltas:

I
pA
inc(D, v) =
a pi Δ(D, (a, i, v))
a,i

1) Deployment Incentives in Theory: Next, we formalize
the deployment incentives of DISCS functions. We assume
that all DASes peer with each other. Since all the functions
are invoked on demand, an LAS cannot get any protection
from DISCS, i.e., F (D, (a, i, v)) = 0. Thus, Δ(D, (a, i, v)) =
F (D ∪ {v}, (a, i, v)).
Deployment incentive of DP against d-DDoS: When v
becomes a DAS, every j in D ﬁlters outbound trafﬁc targeting
v, and the spooﬁng packets whose source addresses do not
belong to j are dropped.

1, if a ∈ D and i = a
Δ(D, (a, i, v)) =
0, otherwise
Thus, the deployment incentive is


I
I
pA
pA
inc(D, v) =
a pi =
a (1 − pa )
a∈D,i=a

i∈D

Deployment incentive of DP+CDP against d-DDoS: The
incentive of DP+CDP is not equal to the sum of the incentives of DP and CDP since the sets of spooﬁng trafﬁc
ﬁltered by the two functions have overlap when i ∈ D,
a ∈ D and i =a. Filtering the ﬂows 
in this overlap has
I A
A
pIi pA
=
an incentive of
a
i∈D,a∈D,a
=
i
i∈D pi (pD − pi ),

A
where pA
=
p
.
Hence,
the
deployment
incentive
of
D

 a∈D Aa
I
I
A
A
p
(1
−
p
)
+
p
(1
−
p
−
p
)
−
DP+CDP
is
a
v
i
a∈D a
i∈D i

I A
A
p
(p
−
p
),
i.e.
i
D
i∈D i


I
A
pA
pIi (1 − pA
inc(D, v) =
a (1 − pa ) +
v − pD )

a∈D

Deployment incentive of CDP against d-DDoS: When v
becomes a DAS, each j in D stamps outbound trafﬁc targeting
v, and v veriﬁes the inbound trafﬁc whose source address
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space size of each AS by (longest preﬁx) matching the preﬁxes
into the AS numbers. If a preﬁx is mapped to multiple ASes
due to multiple origin ASes or AS sets, the space size of the
preﬁx is evenly distributed to theses ASes. If the address space
size of an AS is 0, it is manipulated to 1 to avoid division by
zero when calculating the average incentives. We calculate the
global routable address space size by summing up the sizes
of all the 44036 ASes, and then calculate rj for each AS j.
From Figure 5, we can see that the deployment incentives of
the DISCS functions are monotonically increasing. The curve
of DP/SP almost coincides with CDP/CSP, which indicates
that DP/SP is more cost-effective than CDP/CSP since the
later requires heavy cryptographic computation. The curve
of DP+CDP/SP+CSP is higher. This suggests that the costeffective invocation strategy is DP/SP or DP+CDP/SP+CSP,
and CDP/CSP should not be invoked alone. Unless otherwise
speciﬁed, we indicate the deployment incentive of DP+CDP
or SP+CSP when we say the deployment incentive of DISCS.
When 10% of ASes deploy DISCS, the incentive for LASes
is 16.88%, i.e., an LAS can reduce 16.88% of the attacking
trafﬁc on average if it deploys DISCS. When the deployment
ratio is 50%, the incentive becomes 68.65%.
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Fig. 7: Effectiveness of DISCS

at the beginning under the optimal deployment strategy. If
we zoom in to the early deployment stage (Figure 6c), 50
largest ASes generate the incentive of 0.68, i.e., an LAS can
reduce 68% of the spooﬁng trafﬁc attacking it by deploying
DISCS. This value increases to 0.88 when 200 largest ASes
deploy DISCS. That is to say, DISCS has very high initial
deployment incentive if a small set of ASes is strategically
selected as early deployers.
B. Effectiveness
We use the similar setting to simulate DISCS’s effectiveness, the reduction of the global spooﬁng trafﬁc, when all
functions are enabled for all trafﬁc all the time. The results are
shown in Figure 7. Under random deployment, effectiveness
grows almost linearly. Under the optimal deployment strategy,
41% of the global spooﬁng trafﬁc can be reduced when the 50
largest ASes deploy DISCS, and the reduction becomes 90%
when the 629 largest ASes deploy it.

DP/SP
CDP/CSP
DP+CDP/SP+CSP
0.2

0.4
0.6
Deployment ratio

0.8

1

Fig. 5: Deployment incentives of DISCS functions

C. Cost
There are around 43k ASes and 442k routable IPv4 preﬁxes
on the current Internet. We use these numbers to estimate the
resource consumption on DISCS controllers and routers.
1) Controller: Storage overhead: A controller needs to
maintain information for peers and IP preﬁxes. Each AS
number (4B) is mapped to whether it is blacklisted (1B),
whether it is a peer (1B), and the stamping key and veriﬁcation
key (2*16 = 32B). So the memory overhead for ASes is
43k*(4+1+1+32) = 1.6MB. Each IP preﬁx (5B) is mapped
to an AS number (4B) and the start and end time of the
four functions (4*2*8 = 64B). So the memory overhead
for preﬁxes is 442k * (5+4+64) = 31.5MB. Since the per
connection memory consumption of SSL is less than 10kB
[39], if a controller concurrently communicates with all the
other controllers, the required memory is 43k*10k = 430MB.
Thus, the total memory overhead is 1.6+31.5+430 = 463.1MB.
Computation and network overhead: The control plane
includes DAS discovery, peer relationship setup, key negotiation and function invocation. The overhead of DAS discovery
and peer relationship setup is negligible since they are both
one-shot effort through the entire life cycle. If keys are renegotiated every 10 days, a controller only needs to handle 6.1

3) Optimal Deployment Strategy: DISCS provides continuously increasing incentive, but the initial incentive is low. In
the real world, such collaborative security mechanisms often
require the governments and industry groups to convince a
small set of early deployers to accomplish the initial deployment, and then depend on the incentive of initial deployment
to motivate the followers [38]. So the question here is that
if we are asked to choose m early deployers, which ASes
should be chosen to maximize the incentive for the followers.
We prove that the optimal strategy is to choose the m largest
ASes, where the size of AS j is the size of its address space
rj . The proof is provided in the supplementary material to
save space here.
Because of the high variance of the address space sizes of
ASes on the Internet, the optimal strategy can be very effective.
Figure 6a shows the cumulated routable address space ratio
of chosen ASes. If we always choose the largest ASes, the
cumulated ratio grows very fast in the beginning. Instead, if
we choose the ASes at random, the cumulated ratio grows
linearly. If the address space sizes were uniformly distributed,
the cumulated ratio would also grow linearly. Figure 6b shows
that the incentive of DISCS almost grows perpendicularly
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Fig. 6: Optimal deployment strategy on the asymmetric Internet

SP should be invoked whenever CDP or CSP is invoked) can
further reduce the load on CDP or CSP since many packets
are previously dropped by DP or SP.
Network overhead: A MAC enlarges an IPv6 packet by at
most 8 bytes. Assuming the average payload size of 400 bytes,
the goodput rate decreases by only 1.6%, and only for the
trafﬁc related with the victim. There is no additional network
overhead for IPv4 packets.

negotiations per minute on average. If there are 1611 attacks
per day6 and every attack triggers a function invocation, a
controller will receive only 1.1 invocation requests per minute.
The most intensive task is function invocation when a DAS
is under attack. If the controller must react to the attack
in 5 minutes, 147 SSL connections must be processed per
second. Fortunately, recent implementations of SSL make it
possible for a low-end dual-core CPU (Intel Atom @1.66GHz)
to process more than 2000 SSL connections per second [41].
Thus, the CPU utilization is around 7.3%. Assuming that each
connection consumes 1.5kB data with SSL session cache, the
bandwidth cost is 1.76Mbps.
2) Router: Storage overhead: The Pfx2AS table and function tables map a preﬁx to an AS number (4B) and the
functions (1B) to be executed on the preﬁx, respectively. We
use 1 byte to store the functions since only 6 bits are needed
(1 bit for In-Src, 1 bit for In-Dst, 2 bits for Out-Src and 2 bits
for Out-Dst). These tables can be combined with the existing
routing tables on routers to avoid consuming ternary contentaddressable memory (TCAM). Key tables map an AS number
(32b) to a stamping key and a veriﬁcation key (2*16 = 32B).
In total, DISCS consumes 442k* (4+1) + 43k*32 = 3.5MB
static random-access memory (SRAM) and 43k*32b contentaddressable memory (CAM) of a router.
Computation overhead: Actually, to support line-speed
processing, functions must be performed in hardware instead
of general CPUs. DP and SP can be supported by existing
hardware since address based packet ﬁltering is a common
function in modern routers. AES-CMAC must be implemented
in hardware to support CDP and CSP. Existing implementations on ASIC and FPGA can achieve the maximum message
throughput of around 2Gbps per IP core [42] [43], i.e., 8Mpps
and 5.33Mpps, or 26.25Gbps and 18.33Gbps assuming 400B
payload size, for IPv4 and IPv6 packet throughput, respectively. Given that DISCS functions are invoked on demand
and only executed on the trafﬁc related with the victim, we
believe existing hardware can deal with most attacks. Besides,
following the suggestion proposed in Section VI-A2 (DP or

D. False Positives
FP consists of IFP and OFP. DISCS is IFP-free since all
functions are end or e2e based. DISCS is designed to require
minimal manual intervention to avoid OFP. However, since
RPKI has not been universally deployed, we have to rely on
manual input of the preﬁxes owned by the local DAS. Hence
misconﬁgurations may cause genuine packets to be identiﬁed
as spoofed. In this case, using the alarm mode for debugging
manual conﬁgurations can alleviate or avoid OFP.
E. Security
This subsection analyzes the extent to which an attack can
bypass DISCS to successfully send spooﬁng trafﬁc.
1) MAC Forgery: In a brute-force MAC forgery attack, an
attacker is expected to send 228 and 231 packets to make one
correct guess, for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively. In other words,
DISCS mitigates brute-force attacks by a factor of 228 for
IPv4 and 231 for IPv6. During re-keying periods, the factor
becomes 227 and 230 since two keys are considered valid.
2) Replay Attacks: MACs are erased by the destination
DAS to prevent the destination hosts from snifﬁng valid
MACs. However, by sending a packet whose TTL expires
right after the packet’s crossing the border of the source DAS,
the source host can learn the valid MAC from the returned
ICMP or ICMPv6 TTL exceeded messages. This attack can be
prevented by letting the routers of the source DAS inspect the
inbound TTL exceeded messages and erase the encapsulated
MACs. The overhead of the inspection should not become a
new vulnerability since ICMP and ICMPv6 messages are rate
limited in practice.
In case that an attacker obtains a valid MAC, she can replays
it. However, since a MAC is bound to a unique msg, replayed
packets must have identical msg. Thus a replayed attack is

6 According to the report of Arbor Networks, there are 1128 DoS attacks
per day [40]. The reported attacks take about 70% of the total attacks since
about 70% of the ISPs are monitored. Thus, the approximate total number of
attacks should be 1128/0.7=1611.
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easy to detect by destination hosts. The hosts can defeat this
attack by asking its provider to block the source address of
this msg.
3) Key Leakage: The cryptographic property of the MAC
generation algorithm protects keys from being inferred from
MACs, not to mention that MACs are erased after veriﬁcation.
Even if an attacker obtains the keys of DAS j by compromising j’s controller or routers, the damage is limited mainly to
j. In fact, all j’s peers become new potential innocents for
both d-DDoS and s-DDoS against j, while j is the only new
potential innocent for the attacks against j’s peers. Once the
key leakage is detected, j’s controller actively renews all the
stamping keys and requests its peers to renew the veriﬁcation
keys. Of course, j must ﬁx the compromised devices to protect
the new keys.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
Recent research has shown that combating distributed spoofing attacks require the collaboration among different ASes.
Hence, a ﬂexible, incrementally deployable and high-incentive
inter-AS collaboration system is required. This paper proposes DISCS, a distributed collaboration system for inter-AS
spooﬁng defense. We present the scalable and ﬂexible control
plane design and low-cost and incrementally deployable data
plane design. With theoretical proof and extensive simulations
using real Internet data, our evaluation results show that
DISCS has strong deployment incentives, high effectiveness,
minimal false positives, modest resource consumption and
strong security.
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